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KALINGA GLOBAL
FILM FESTIVAL
The mega event of

KIIT School of Film and Media Sciences
School of Mass Communication, Campus 18, KIIT Deemed University, Bhubaneswar

4th Kalinga Global Film Festival Inaugurated

Soumi Banerjee@KSMC
Campus 7, KIIT: The Inaugural
ceremony of the 4th Kalinga
Global Film Festival (KGFF)
was held in the auditorium of
KIIT School of Management
(KSOM) at 5 PM on 18th
January 2020 where Dr. Achyuta
Samanta, Founder, KIIT and
KISS; Bijay Kumar Nayak,
Director, Culture Department,
Government
of
Odisha,
Bhubaneswar;
Tusharkanti
Behera, Minister, Electronics &
Information Technology, Sports
& Youth Service; Anubhav
Mohanty, Member of Parliament
(Loksabha);
Satyabrata
Tripathy, Chairman, Odisha
Film Development Corporation
(OFDC), Bhubaneswar; and
Pankaj Saxena, Professor of
Screen Studies and Research at
Film and Television Institute of
India (FTII), Pune graced the
occasion as guests. The guests
lit the lamp and paid homage to
the four departed film makers of
the state - Manmohan Mohapatra,
Dilip Patnaik, Chakradhar Sahu
and Sambit Mohanty, who passed
away recently
Prof Himansu Sekhar Khatua,
Chief Executive Officer (CEO)

of Film and Media Sciences
and Director of KGFF delivered
the welcome speech. He
also mentioned that KGFF is
presenting a selection of over
15 feature and short films and
documentaries from across Asia
in the Asian Window section.
Over 50 films were received
by students in the competitive
section. Delegates and critics
from the country and abroad
also participated. He said, “ This
year 26 films will be screened of
which three films will be awarded

Ollywood has gone down to an extent that it
can’t go any lower : Kuna Tripathy
Priyanshi Tripathy @KSMC
Campus 7, KIIT: Satyabrata
Tripathy, widely known as Kuna
Tripathy, an eminent Odia actor
and the chairman of Odisha
Film Development Corporation
expressed his anguish regarding
the condition of Odia film industry
in the inauguration ceremony of
4th Kalinga Global Film Festival
(KGFF) on 18 January 2020.
Tripathy, who is generally a
very fun loving person, discussed
a rather grave issue in the event.
He expressed how he has been
trying his best to develop the
film industry but has not had
much success followed by
trying to explain the reason for
it. He discussed how not many
people are actually passionate
about movies. Even in theatres,
majority of the people just watch
movies for entertainment and
not go in depth to appreciate
it. He told the audience that he
attended the event hoping to
find the ‘jack’ that would uplift
the condition of Ollywood.
Being hopeful that KGFF
will give a new dimension

to
the
regional
movies.
Tripathy said that,“I hope this

film festival goes on from the
4th year to 400 more years”.
He concluded by connecting a
story about Joan of Arc to the
immensely talented directors in
the industry who do not receive
the appreciation that they deserve
throughout their life but get the
recognition after their death and
to recognize their importance,
the people should have a hunger
for cinema which can be satisfied
through film festivals. At the end,
he expressed his love for films by
comparing films to his mother,
conveying how ‘cine-ma’ takes
care of him currently like his
‘ma’ used to when he was little.

with prize money of 1 lakh,
50 thousand and 30 thousand
respectively.”
Chief patron of KGFF, Achyuta
Samanta felicitated guests with
bouquet, shawl and pattachitra.
Welcoming the guests in the
packed auditorium, he said, “KIIT
has been doing a lot of work in
all fields. Hence, the next edition
of KGFF will be done in a very
bigger way.”
Sharing his experience of 1980s,
Saxena expressed his concern
about the ignorance of film

making as a course in the national
capital Delhi. Emphasizing the
importance of film education, he
said that the film is a thing which
shapes tomorrow’s world. He
appreciated KIIT School of Film
and Media Sciences (KFMS)
and said, “I love coming to KIIT
because this film school is my
favourite and also the students are
really good”.
Chairman of OFDC, Tripathy
expressed his happiness by being
a part of the festival. He said,
“Recognizing the people and

Odisha has a great future in the film
industry: Pankaj Saxena
Maitreya Manasvin@KSMC
Campus 7, KIIT: “Odisha has a
great future in the film industry,’’
said Pankaj Saxena, professor
of cinematography in Film and
Television Institute of India
(FTII), Pune, while addressing the
keynote address in the inaugural
session of the 4th Kalinga Global
Film Festival (KGFF) on 18
January 2020.
Saxena, a noted film academician
with over 30 years of experience,
shared his experience of FTII
Pune and what the mentality of
the people was regarding film
making as something that can be
taught in schools and colleges and
how over a certain period of time
it was gradually accepted that
film can be taught as a subject.
He also emphasised on the fact
that good cinema should prosper
from every nook and corner of
the country and not just cities that
have better film establishments.
Not to mention the praise that
the School of Film and Media
Sciences received for their
wonderful workshops over the
years was one proud moment

for all KIITians present in the
auditorium. According to him,
creating a good audience to
watch movies is just as important
as creating good film makers
and hence the FTII has started
offering
film
appreciation
courses nationally. Nurturing film
audience as important as creating
movies. Film institutes have to
shoulder this responsibility.

their efforts is very necessary and
for that we need love”. He ended
his speech by saying “Bachpan
mein mujhe maa ne janam diya
par bade hoke mujhe cine-maa ne
pala hai”.
Mr. Anubhav Mohanty who was
much thankful to our Founder Dr.
Achyuta Samanta said that he has
learned many things from him.
He mentioned that movies are
something that he cannot forget
till the end and he said: “politics
divides us but films and creativity
always unites us”.
One of the young and dynamic
minister of Government of
Odisha, Behera shared his
experience of watching movies
in different languages every
day during his study in Indian
Institute of Technology (IIT)
Khadagpur. As a cine lover and
critic, he expressed his anguish
that most of the Odia films are
copied. He also said, “I realized
artistic movies have more values
than the commercial movies and
should get equal recognition.”

Bhor, a film directed by
Kamakhya Narayan Singh was
screened as the opening cinema
of the film festival after the
inaugural ceremony.
Best Wishes
Prof. Ganeshi Lal
Governor, Odisha
“I am sure, films at the Kalinga
Global Film Festival would
give audience a great cinematic
experience and serve the cause
of cinema promoting the global
film culture.”
Shri. Naveen Patnaik
Chief Minister, Odisha
“I convey my warm greetings to
all the delegates of film festival
and hope, the deliberations on
emerging issues in the field
will be fruitful. I wish Kalinga
Global Film Festival a grand
success.”
Prof. Achyuta Samanta
Founder, KIIT and KISS

“Everybody is keenly interested
in the subject of film regardless of
their religion,gender or age and it
is important for us to nurture that.”
He ended his speech on a positive
note saying that the cinema that
will be made tomorrow will shape
the country.

“I congratulate the event
coordinators for taking all
the pains to organise such a
coveted festival of international
significance and wish the
Kalinga Global Film Festival a
grand success.”
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“Film Festivals play an important role in motivating A lot of things to be learned from Dr
young film makers”: Dr. Achyuta Samanta
Samanta: Anubhav Mohanty
Honourable founder of KIIT and KISS, Dr. Achyuta Samanta graced
the inaugural ceremony of the 4th edition of KGFF with his presence
and spoke to Akansha Patnaik@KSMC in which he urged students to
find inspiration in films produced by fellow student content creators
from around the globe.

 What relevance does KGFF
play?
The Film Festival plays an
important role in showcasing
cultural integration, and provides
the opportunity to encash
knowledge on a number of topics.
 What are your expectations
from the student film makers

whose work will be screened
in the festival?
As student film makers are the
new creators, I hope their films
will inspire other students who
are attending the festival and
motivate them to put in efforts to
produce new content.
 Do you think that KGFF will

enrich the academic culture?
It will definitely enrich the
academic culture . Quite contrary
to the notion that films provide
mainly bad content, it is evident
here that films can provide good
content as well. It is up to the
viewers of the film to learn
academically.

CHIT-CHAT

KSMC reporters - Truptimayee Mohanty and Sushmi Mishra asked the viewers that, Which
movie did you like the most and why in the fourth KGFF on 18 January 2020.
“Mamatva, it had good
acting and was realistic,
It was better than other
films, it was realistic and
knowledgeable. This is
my first time at a film
festival”
- Ruby Nanda, Assistant
Professor, KSMC

“Inception, because even though
the girl in the film was blind, she
helped the stranger who was a
murderer and help him change
himself into a new person. This
is the first time I’m attending
such an event and it’s great to be
here”
- Anamika Jha, Student, KSMC

“The Morgue, as it ended with a
cliff hanger and we never knew
if their daughter was alive at the
end. I expected a lot more as I
grew up watching good movies,
but I liked 3 movies,
- Maitreya Manasvin, Student,
KSMC

Aprajita Singhal@ksmc
Campus 7, KIIT: In his address
during 4th Kalinga Global Film
Festival (KGFF) on 18 January
2020,
Anubhav
Mohanty,
a
member
of
parliament
(Loksabha) said, “A man who
has always dreamt of doing
unique things is Prof Achyuta
Samanta, the founder of this
place. Prof Samanta is my
colleague in the Lok Sabha. I
have seen his dedication towards
his constituency. There are a lot
of things to be learned from him”.
Mohanty appreciated Himansu
Sekhar Khatua as being a great
personality and a wonderful film
maker.
Mohanty said the definition to art
and culture is that it doesn’t have
any boundaries or limitations
as it is not specific to a region.
He said, “Generally people with
dirty politics try to divide us
but films & creativity always
unites us” by referring how two
cine critics from two different

religious communities worked
hard to select movies for KGFF
as internal jury members.
“Whatever I have learned from
movies,whatever love I have got
from people, I want to reciprocate
it while being an an MP”, said
Mohanty.
Adrressing the young students,
he said, “Creativity is at its peak
when we are awake but the whole
world sleeps”. He requested the
audience to dream, to think and to
create beautiful films of historical
times. He mentioned, “this is the
place from where the commercial
ideas generate.” At the end he
thanks all the people from film
industry across the globe and also

“Start experimenting and believe in your ideas”: Mr. Kamakhya Narayan Singh
Mr. Kamakhya Narayan Singh
in conversation with Utsab
Banerjee@KSMC and Ankita
Paul@KSMC on the occasion of
the screening of his debut movie
Bhor at the 4th edition of KGFF,.
 What challenges did you face
while filming the movie?
One of the major problems faced
by film makers in India who
are trying to create a name for
themselves in the independent
scene, is budget crunch. Another
problem was the use of sync
sound. In order to bring out the
real face of rural India unlike
the typical Bollywood movies,
and to maintain the aesthetics
of it, sync sound was very much
needed. I approached many sound
designers from around the world
and was rejected. But then Manas

Chowdhury came into the scene
and made it look like all too easy
. Casting was also a big problem,
because I had to engage the actors
for a month or two before the
shooting, in order to get them
habituated to the ways of the
village. Their body language,
way of living, even skin colour
had to be similar to the villagers
in order to make it believable.
 Bhor’ seems to have a lot of
resemblance with the Bollywood
movie ‘Toilet : Ek Prem Katha’.
What do you think?
One of the major differences
between ‘Bhor’ and ‘Toilet:Ek
prem katha’ is that ‘Bhor’ doesn’t
follow the typical Bollywood
style cliched documentation
of the village. Here the issues
are addressed in a much more
realistic way. Moreover the use of

the ‘Star’ card in ‘Toilet: Ek Prem
katha’, that is Akshay Kumar,
distanced the audience from the
reality of the rural areas which is
not the case with ‘Bhor’.

Since childhood, I was fascinated
by the Musahar community, who
lives in plains near the cities,are
simple, poor people do not cry
about their poverty. They are

 What inspired you to make
such a film like ‘Bhor’?

happy and honest people. We
wanted to make a honest story on

them.
What do you think should be
done in order to change the
current socio-economic scenario
of India?
One of the the major ways, is
to develop the villages. Job
opportunities need to be created
within the villages , so that people
stop migrating to the cities.
Cities can never be a permanent
solution to eradicating poverty.
Another way is to address the
issue of caste system prevalent
in India. Unlike cities, the caste
system is still practiced with
an iron hand in the rural areas.
In the cities, the Pandits, the
scheduled castes, all stay together
in peace and harmony. That is
one of the greatest advantages of
urbanisation.
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CINEMATOSCOPE

Little Things (India)
- Pratyaay Sarkar

Look At The Sky
- Ashok Veilou
Synopsis: The film is set in a rural
backdrop, where all people are
forced to vote for a politician and
whoever denies it is punished by
the villagers. Hai, the protagonist
refuses to agree with others and
doesn’t vote for the politician
and the villagers try to convince
him but he stands for his integrity
and disagrees with others. The
politician still wins the election.
He sleeps in the forest to avoid
the villagers but one day he is
found and attacked. With the year
coming to an end when a death
sentence against Hai and his
family is announced in the village,
Hai, gives in and unwillingly
supports
the
politician.

KhudaHafiz (India,2019)
- Ranjit Ragupathy
Cast: Prakash Divakaran, Durga
Dome, Gaurav Sahni, Rajendra
Nene, Suryakala
Story, Screenplay Writer, Director
& Editor : Ranjith Raghupathy,
Cinematography: Raveesh Sood,
Music: Rahul Srivastava.
Synopsis: The story revolves
around an old man’s relationship
with a young maid after his wife’s
demise.

Cast:Jagannath Chakraborty, Moumita Mitra.
Director: Somendra Prasad Chakraborty
Producer: Nirmal Chakraborty,
Writer: Nirmal Chakraborty,
Screenwriter:
Somendra
Prasad
Chakraborty, Director of Photography:
Rana Dasgupta, Editor: Dipak Mandal,
Music Director:Gourab Chatterjee,
Sound Designer: Sourabh Saha
Synopsis: Called upon by the police Haru
and Champa, parents of the missing girl
Uma undertake the saddest journey of their
life to identify the dead body of a brutalized girl and to ascertain whether she is
their daughter or not. But their journey
is suddenly interrupted by an incident of
mob-lynching.

Bohubritta (India, 2019)
- Utpal Datta

The Flowers and Gemstones (India)
- Sriram Raja

Crew: Direction : Utpal Datta, Cinematography : Nagen Baishya,Screenplay : Swapna Dutta Deka and Utpal Datta, Sound &
Music : Amrit Pritam,Editing : Aseem
Sinha, Art : Sourish Mitra, Utpal Datta. Costume : Udayan Duwara and Pranami Bora.
Cast: Udayan Duwara and Pranami Bora.
Synopsis: The film based on a poem by
Swapna Dutta Deka, deals with the multi
layered inner states of a woman. The
woman is educated, well read and contemplated yet she dreams about the various states of the mind of a woman. She
thinks that a woman is always a loner,
she might have her husband, but he does
not feel about the inner world of his wife.
He leads his life as if he is playing chess.

Crew: Direction & Edit : Sriram Raja,
Cinematography : Deyalo Mukherjee, Sound
Design : Subramarian K. V., Colorist : Krish
Mehta
Synopsis: Skanda Puranam (from mythology)
tells the story of Kanyakumari who threw
into the sea, the flowers and gemstones kept
for het marrieage with Shiva. It is said to
have coloured the shores. The last Maharaja
of the Travancore dynasty, once found an
exquisite garland made of Oleander flowers
that resembled gemstone jewellery. He named
it ‘Manikkamalai’, the ruby garland. Years
later, the dynasty ended and state borders were
marked. But the legacy remained intact.

Ahaa Re (The Two Lovers)
- Ranjan Ghosh
Crew: Director: Ranjan Ghosh, Writer/Screenplay: Ranjan
Ghosh, Producer: Bhavna Aaj O Kal, Music: Binit Ranjan
Maitra, Cinematographer: Hari Nair, Film Editors: Rabiranjan
Maitra and Amit Kumar Pal.
Cast: Rituparna Sengupta, Arifin Shuvoo, Amrita Chattopadhyay,
Paran Bandopadhyay, Shubho Sankha Das, Anuvab Pal
Synopsis: Farhaz Chowdhury, a top Muslim chef from Dhaka
in Bangladesh, first falls in love with her cooking and then
with Basundhara — a Hindu Brahmin woman who runs a
home catering service in Kolkata, India. Embedded within the
culinary culture of every country is its climate, its emotions, its
people and even nature and colours and smells and taste. ‘The
Two Lovers’ is, thus, a celebration of food, and the love for it.
It’s a celebration of the invested emotions and senses that turns
cooking into an art form. Cooking is an art, a science, a craft
and an emotional and humane act that can touch hearts through
the stomach and out of it. Can it unite countries, religions and
souls? Can it be used as a strategy of escaping depression and
failure? Can cooking bring the joy of creation to the one who is
designing, creating and orchestrating a dish? All this is explored
in the film where cooking is the subject matter, the protagonist
and the focus, all three embraced under a common umbrella.

Chait ( India)
- Aranya Sahay
Director : Aranya Sahay, Editor : Aibor
Marbaniang,
Cinematographer : Saumitra Yadnopavit,Sound
Recordist : Devraj Bhaumik
Synopsis: Inspired by a part of Amitabh Ghosh’s
novel ‘Sea of Poppies’, Chait is a Bhojpuri short
film about a rural woman falling into Poppy’s spell.
It is a tale of a society’s obsession with the idea
of a progeny, lineage and honour. Dithee, a newly
wed woman, falls prey to this obsession and only
later realizes the truth of her marriage during the
happenings of Holi.
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“Ollywood makes good movies but the
viewership is concerning”: Tripura Mishra
Veteran Odia film actress, Tripura
Mishra graced the 4th Kalinga
Global Film Festival and spoke at
length about Odia film industry,
its future and the film festival to
Sushmi Mishra@KSMC and
Truptimayee Mohanty@KSMC.
kind of message. How message is
given to the society must be the
director’s and producer’s goal.
Current situation of Odia Film
Industry?
The changes that comes with
time, perception of the changing
society depends on the creativity
of a director, a producer. Now,
very few people have those
insights and Himanshu sir is
one of those. It’s not like people
don’t make good movies, but
the viewership is decreasing.
The
professional
producers
mindset, the production house we
have, if they make the films for
entertainment and for message, it
will create change.
Like Deepika Padukone became
a producer after her marriage
and took the initiative towards
giving a nice message that ‘Acid
bikega nahi, to dikhega nahi’ that

What are your views about
KGFF?
It is an integration and gathering
of global movies from all corners
of the world. I am representing a
regional part and I know there are
many good and nice films here to
watch and learn.
How do you think Odia films
can reach the global platform?
To reach the global platform Odia
movies need to be story oriented.
Odia people are very emotional,
they always like to be in a story
which is going on. Everyone
is a story teller and if people
will develop that, like the small
documentaries , educational and
children films which don’t just
make a story, they make living
stories then it is possible.
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